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ABSTRACT Remote Sensing technique is being utilized presently as an indispensable tool for ground water exploration, which
is both time and cost effective in contrast to conventional costly and tedious methods. The present study has been for targeting
ground water in hard rock terrain by adopting Geophysical and Remote Sensing techniques. Information on geomorphology and
lineaments were generated and integrated to prepare the hydro-geomorphological and lineament map of the study area. The hydro-
geomorphic units like alluvial plains, intermontane valleys and deeply weathered buried pediplains have good ground water
potential; and shallow weathered buried pediplains and pediments have moderate to poor groundwater potential. The structural
hills, denudational hills, residual hills and inselbergs are indicated as runoff zone. Fracture trace analysis of the area further
strengthens the fact that the better yields are expected in the areas traversed by NE – SW trending lineaments. Further, the areas of
intersection points of lineaments in pediplain, alluvial plain and intermontane valleys are important loci for ground water occurrence.
Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) studies reveal that the thickness of the aquifer (i.e. water bearing and yielding formation)
ranges from 30 to 60m in hydro-geomorphic units like alluvial plain, Intermontane valleys and deeply weathered buried pediplain.
The weathered, semi-weathered and fractured zone constitute the aquifer system in the area. The prominent fractures zone are
restricted within a depth range of 60 to 70 m below the ground level. Depending upon the depth to massive bedrock, suitable
ground water structures have been suggested to harness ground water for sustainable growth of agriculture and mitigating drinking
water problem in tribal dominated drought - prone Bonai area of Sundargarh District, Orissa, India.

INTRODUCTION

Water is the most precious and commonly
used resource in nature. It is essential for survival
and sustenance of life and environment. The
demand on ground water has increased manifold
in recent years. The occurrence and yield
potential of ground water sanctuary are basically
controlled by geology, geomorphology and
structural set-up of an area. It is important to
target ground water potential zone prior to any
planning for ground water development. Remote
sensing has become an indispensable tool for
ground water targeting in hard rock areas
because the topographic expression and terrain
characteristics have a direct relation to the
geological characteristics of rocks and their
structural set-up. Geomorphology exercises a
significant control over ground water regime.
The landform -cum- lineament mapping is very
useful in targeting ground water. One of the
greatest advantages of using remote sensing data
for hydro-geological investigation and
monitoring is its ability to generate information

in spatial and temporal domain, which is very
crucial for successful analysis, prediction and
validation (Saraf, 1999). Integration of remote
sensing data in GIS environment is very useful in
delineating various ground water potential zone
is a meaningful way. During last decades, remote
sensing data have been increasingly used in
ground water targeting exercises (Harinarayana
et al., 2000; Kar, 2000; Reddy, 1999 and Sankar et
al., 2002).

The geophysical investigation forms a
relatively quick and inexpensive way to gain
subsurface information. The application of this
method for siting wells in areas underlain by hard
crystalline rocks is very popular (Ballukraya, 2001;
Gupta et al., 2000 and Patangay et al., 1977). This
method helps to delineate top soil, weathered,
fractured and bedrock zone for construction of
suitable ground water structures because in hard
rock terrain, there is a good contrast in resistivity
value among the bedrock, the fractured zone, the
weathered zone and the top soils. The weathered
and fractured zone constitute the potential loci
for ground water occurrence. The present study
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is an attempt towards getting information on
ground water prospects in hard rock terrain of
Banai area in drought-prone Sundargarh district,
Orissa, India for sustainable growth of
agriculture and mitigating drinking water
problem using geophysical and remote sensing
techniques.

STUDY AREA

Location and Population: The study area lies
between the latitudes 21035’ to 22010’ N and
longitudes 84030’ to 85025’ E having a total
geographical area of 2,200 sq.km comprising of
four administrative blocks of Bonai subdivision
of Sundargarh district, Orissa, India (Fig. 1). It
falls in the survey of India Toposheet numbers
73B, 73C, 73F and 73G. As per 2001 census,
the total population is 2,76, 792 (Table 1). About
98% of the total population live in rural areas and
study area falls under tribal sub-plan. The
economy of the area is basically agrarian.

Climate and Rainfall: The district enjoys a
sub-tropical climate with three distinct seasons,
viz (i) Winter (ii) Summer (iii) Monsoon. The
area is characterized by extreme climate with
very hot summer (up to 460C) and very cold
winter (40C). The average annual rainfall is 1648
mm with average of 72 rainy days. Late onset or
early with drawl of monsoon, scanty and erratic
rainfall are the main reasons of drought
condition. The drought situation causes major
crop loss and acute scarcity of drinking water
during summer.

Physiography and Drainage: Varied
landforms characterise the physiographic set-up
of the area. The area presents conspicuous
physiographic variations marked by hills with
intervening intermontane valleys, isolated
hillocks and flat to gently undulating plains. The
area is drained by the Brahmani river and its
tributaries. The drainage pattern of the area is
dendritic.

Agriculture and Irrigation: Agricultural

Fig. 1. Location Map of the study area
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conditions vary widely within the study area.
Agriculture suffers from drought conditions,
inadequate irrigation facilities and overall
mismanagement of water resources. The different
cultivable lands can be categorized into high,
medium and low. There are generally two crop
seasons in the study area i.e. Kharif and Rabi.
Surface water irrigation is limited and not
dependable due to vagaries of monsoon rainfall.
Hence, ground water forms the sustainable
source of Irrigation. The total Irrigated area is
very less (Table 2).

Geology and Hydrogeology: Geologically,
the area is underlain by Pre-Cambrian crystalline
rocks like Granite, Granitic Gneiss, Banded
Hematite Jasper, Quartzite, Slate, Phyllite and
Mica- Schist. The important litho-stratigraphic
units of the area are Iron Ore Group, Bonai Granite,
Darjing Group and Deogarh Group (Jones, 1934;
Mahalik, 1998 and Saha, 1994). The study area
comes under the Pre-Cambrian Crystalline Ground
Water Province of Orissa (Mahalik, 1980). Ground
water in the study area occurs in weathered and
fractured zone. Occurrence and movement of
ground water is basically controlled by the
geological, geo-morphological and structural set-
up of the area.

DATA  USED  AND  METHODOLOGY

Remote sensing technique has been applied
in the present study area to target potential sites
for tapping ground water. The hydro-

Table 1: Population of the study area (as per 2001 Census)

S. Name of the Rural population Urban population Total
No. Block

Male Female Total Male Female Total
population

1. Bonai 31109 30790 61899 - - - 61899
2.. Gurundia 28879 28905 57784 - - - 57784
3. Koira 34343 33099 67442 2264 1972 4236 71678
4. Lahunipada 42611 42820 85431 - - - 85431

Total 136942 135614 272556 2264 1972 4236 276792

Source: District Statistical Office, Sundargarh.

geomorphological and lineament maps were
prepared by digital image processing using IRS-
IA (LISS-II) data. The electrical resistivity method
has been employed in ground water investigation
in which electrical resistivity of formations are
measured. Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) have
been conducted at 44 locations in different hydro-
geomorphic units to assess the types and
thickness of different geo-electrical layers to
understand the aquifer system in each unit. The
recorded field data were plotted on a standard
log-log paper and interpreted my matching with
those of the standard curves published by the
European Association of Exploration
Geophysicists (Rajakswatersatt, Netherelands,
1975) and auxiliary chart given by Orellana and
Mooney (1966). Also some of the field data were
interpreted by the computer programme
developed by Prasad et al. (1983) and Zohdy
(1989).

The secondary data like population, rainfall,
irrigation potential etc. have been collected from
the District Statistical Office, Sundargarh.
Toposheets have been used to study the
topography, drainage, land use/ land cover etc.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The hydro-geomorphological map (Fig. 2) of
the study area prepared from the IRS-IA (LISS-II)
data depicts the different geomorphic units. The
geomorphic units developed on various litho-
stratigraphic units are presented in Table 3.

Table 2: Irrigation potential of the study area (as on December 2003)

S. Name of block Cultivable Cultivated Area irrigated (Ha)
No. area (Ha) area (Ha) Kharif Rabi Total

1. Bonai 18146 15963 1533 383 1916
2. Gurundia 17644 14661 411 252 663
3. Koira 15214 9237 1084 1753 2837
4. Lahunipada 20581 14923 5534 666 6200

Source: District Statistical Office, Sundargarh
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Interpretation of Hydro-geomorphological Map

The ground water prospects of different
geomorphic units are interpreted as follows.

Alluvial Plain: It is level or gently sloping
and slightly undulating land surface produced
by extensive deposition of alluvium found near
the bank of Brahmani river. The ground water
potential is good to excellent which can be tapped
through dug well.

Weathered Pediplain: These units are
characterized by the presence of relatively thicker
weathered material. Depending upon the depth
of weathered materials, these are broadly
classified as shallow (up to 5m), moderate (5-20m)
and deep (>20m). This hydro-geomorphic units
are mostly developed upon Bonai Granite and
rarely over the metasediments of Darjing group.
Most of the area under this unit are agricultural
land. Depending upon the thickness of the
weathered zone, the ground water potential is
moderate to good and important for construction

of dug well and dug-cum-bore well.
Pediment: It is gently sloping rocky surface

with or without a thin veneer of soil cover. Part
of Bonai and Gurundia blocks come under this
unit. The area under this unit is generally
considered to be the poor ground water potential
zone. The presence of fractures represented by
lineaments over pediment indicate some ground
water potentiality.

Intermontane Valley: These are almost flat
valleys surrounded by hills all around and mostly
observed in Koira and Gurundia blocks. Owing
to their position, these units are highly favourable
loci for ground water occurrence and important
for dug well.

Inselbergs: These are isolated hill made up of
quartizite of Deogarh Group with limited areal
extension surrounded by plain land all around,
observed in Bonai block. Ground water potential
is very poor in these units.

Structural Hills: These are group of curvi-
linear folded hill ranges. Compositionally these

Fig. 2. Hydrogeomorphological map of the Study Area
(Prepared from I.R.s. - 1A (LISS - II) Satellite Imagery

Railways Line

Geomorphic Unit River Road

Lineament Trend Lin
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Table 3: Hydro geomorphic units vis-à-vis lithostratigraphy of the study area

Map Unit Geomorphic Unit Litho- Description
Stratigraphic Unit

AP
8

Alluvial Plain Alluvium A level or gently sloping, slightly undulating land surface
(Sand, Silt and produced by extensive deposition of alluvium.
Clays)

SH
5

Structural Hill Darjing Group Liner to arcuate hills showing definite trend line.
(Quartzite, Phyllite
and Schist)

IV
5

Intermontane Valley Darjing Group Linear to curvilinear valleys occurring within the hills.
(Quartzite, Phyllite The depression generally filled with colluval deposits.
and Schist)

BPPS
5

Shallow Weathered Darjing Group Flat terrain with shallow overburden. Extensive occur-
Buried Pediplain (Quartzite, Phyllite ence of buried pediment forms this unit.

and Schist)
DH

4
Denudational Hill Bonai Granite Relict hills which have undergone the process of

denudation.
RH

4
Residual Hill Bonai Granite Isolated hill, surrounded by plains on all sides.

P
4

Pediment Bonai Granite Broad, gently sloping rock floor, erosional surface of
low relief.

BP
4

Buried Pediment Bonai Granite Gently sloping rock floor covered with thick
unconsolidated sediments.

BPPD
4

Deeply Weathered Bonai Granite Flat terrain with 15 - 20 m thick overburden
Buried Pediplain

SH
3

Structural Hill Iron Ore Group (BHQ, Linear to arcuate hills showing define trend lines.
BHJ, Phyllite, Quartzite,
Lava, Conglomerate)

DH
3

Denudational Hill Iron Ore Group (BHQ, Relict hills which have undergone the process of
BHJ, Phyllite, Quartzite, denudation generally expressing themselves as
Lava, Conglomerate) barren, rocky and steep sided.

IV
3

Intermontane Valley Iron Ore Group (BHQ, A linear or curvilinear depression valley within the
BHJ, Phyllite, Quartzite, hills, filled  with colluvial deposits of IOG  sediments
Lava, Conglomerate)

BPPS
3

Shallow Weathered Iron Ore Group (BHQ, A flat, slightly undulating land surface with shallow
Buried Pediplain BHJ, Phyllite, Quartzite, overburden.

Lava, Conglomerate)
SH

2
Structural Hill Deogarh Group Linear to arcuate hills showing definite trend lines.

(Quartzite and Schist)
SH

2
Structural Hill Deogarh Group Linear to arcuate hills showing definite trend lines.

(Quartzite and Schist)
P

2
Pediment Deogarh Group Gently sloping rock floor, erosional  surface of low

(Quartzite and schist relief covered with thin veneer of detritus.
with BIF)

hills consist of Banded Iron Formation (BIF) in
Koira block and metasediments in Gurundia
block. They act as runoff zone with poor recharge
condition.

Residual Hills: Residual hills of Quartzite are
found in the central part of the area. They act as
runoff zone and ground water potential is very poor.

Denudational Hills: These are massive hill
ranges interspersed with intermontane valley.
They also act as runoff zone.

The lineament map of the study are (Fig. 3)
unfolds the fact that fractures control the
movement and storage of ground water in the
area. Lineaments of NE-SW, N-S, NW-SE and E-
W trend are observed in the area. However, the

NE-SW trending lineament are dominant over the
study area. The “ground truthing” studies reveal
that better yields are found from the area in the
vicinity of NE-SW trending lineament. It is also
marked that the areas of intersection points of
lineaments in pediplains, intermontane valleys,
pediments and alluvial plains area to be
considered during selection of well sites because
such locations have good ground water
potentialities.

Interpretation of Resistivity Data: On the
basis of resistivity survey, 4 or 5 geo-electrical
sub-surface layers set-up is found in the study
area. These layers are top soil, highly weathered
zone, semi-weathered zone, fractured zone and
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bedrock. In has also been marked that in some
cases the semi-weathered and fractured zones
are not distinguished clearly from each other
because of similarity in resistivity values.  The
correlation of lithology with resistivity values is
presented in the table 4.

The top soil layer of variable nature has
resistivity value between 9 to 188 ohm-m whose
maximum thickness is 4.5 m. The highly weathered
layer in identified with resistivity value ranging
from 55 to 155 ohm-m having a maximum thickness
of 19.5 m. The semi-weathered zone is indicated
by resistivety value 156 to 384 ohm-m having a
maximum thickness of 25m. The fractured zone is
indicated by resistivity value 385 to 500 ohm-m.

The hard rock layer shows very high resistivity
value, usually greater than 500 ohm-m indicating
devoid of water. However, the prominent fracture
zones are restricted within a depth of 60 to 70m
below the ground level.

In a four layered case, the 2nd and 3rd layers
are interpreted as potential ground water horizons
from which a good amount of ground water can
be extracted. In this case, the second layer
represents weathered zone and the third layer
represents partially weathered zone or fractured
zone. In a five layered case, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th

layers constitute the aquifer system. In this case
the 2nd layer, 3rd layer and 4th layers represent
weather zone, semi-weathered zone and fractured
zone respectively.

On the basis of geophysical investigation and
results obtained it is inferred that the thickness
of the aquifer varies from place to place. In most
part of the study area the thickness of the aquifer
materials is more than 30m. In small patches of
Bonai, Koira and Lahunipada block, the thickness
of aquifer is between 15 to 30 m. The potential
aquifers are confined to weathered and fractured
granitic rocks of Bonai and Lahunipada blocks.

Fig. 3. Lineamentment Map of the Study Area

Lineament River Block HQ

Table 4: Co-relation of lithology with resistivity
values

Resistivity range Probable
(ohm–m) lithology

9 – 188 Top soil (clayey sands, sandy
loams, lateritic soils)

55 –155 Highly weathered zone
156 – 384 Semi- weathered zone
385 – 500 Fractured zone
> 500 Massive bedrock
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The aquifer systems of IOG and Darjing Group
are relatively less productive than that of the
Bonai Granite. The depth to bedrock in more than
30 m in most part of the study area. In small patches
of Bonai, Koira and Lahunipada block, the depth
to bedrock ranges from 15 to 30m.

VES studies in the area reveal that the area
has high potentiality for exploitation of ground
water through different kinds of ground water
structures. Depending upon the depth to massive
bedrock, suitable ground water structures may
be developed. The depth to bedrock ranges from
30 to 70 m in most parts of the geomorphic units
like Alluvial Plains, Intermontane Valleys and
Buried Pediplain. However, the depth to massive
bedrock is 15 to 30 m in pediment. The dug-cum-
borewells alongwith dugwells may be
constructed in areas where depth to bedrock lies
between 15 to 30m and borewells alongwith dug
wells and dug-cum-bore wells are suitable in areas
where depth to bedrock is more than 30 m.

CONCLUSION

Application of remote sensing techniques for
ground water targeting has taken a definite role
to understand the hydropotentialities of different
terrain in terms of hydro-geomorphic units and
fracture trace analysis. The hydro-geomorpho-
logical map and lineament map generated from
remote sensing data and geophysical survey
made during the present study will help the
planners and decision makers for devising sound
and feasible ground water development plans for
drought management. Finally, it is concluded that
the integrated approach of “Geological -
Hydrological – Geophysical-Drilling-Satellite
Image and Aerial Photo- interpretation” should
be applied for sustainable development and
management of ground water resources in tribal
dominated Bonai area of drought - prone
Sundargarh District, Orissa, India.
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